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Abstract
TileCal is the Barrel hadronic calorimeter of the ATLAS experiment at LHC/CERN. To equalize the response of indi-
vidual TileCal cells with a precision better than 1% and to monitor the response of each cell over time, a calibration and
monitoring system based on a Cs137 radioactive source driven through the calorimeter volume by liquid ﬂow has been
implemented. This calibration system relies on a dedicated readout chain based on slow integrators that read currents
from the TileCal photomultipliers integrating over milliseconds during the calibration runs. Moreover, during the LHC
collisions the TileCal integrator based readout provides the signal coming from inelastic proton-proton collisions at
low momentum transfer. This is used to monitor in ATLAS the instantaneous luminosity as well as the response of all
calorimeter cells during data-taking.
c© 2011 CERN, for the beneﬁt of ATLAS Collaboration. Published by Elsevier BV. Selection and/or peer-review under
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1. Introduction
ATLAS is one of the four LHC experiments at CERN and TileCal is its central hadron calorimeter.
TileCal is made of steel as passive material and scintillator plates (tiles) as active material [1]. It provides
accurate energy and position measurement of isolated hadrons, taus and jets. TileCal is a cylinder with a
length of 12m along the beam axis, spanning between radii of 2.3m and 3.9m and it covers a pseudorapidity
of −1.7 < η < 1.7. The readout architecture divides the detector into four partitions, two Long Barrels (LB)
and two External Barrels (EB). The detector is divided in two sides, A and C, corresponding to positive
and negative pseudorapidity respectively. Each partition is segmented into 64 wedges, called modules,
corresponding to a granularity of ∼ 0.1 rad in the φ coordinate . Radially each module is segmented into
three layers called A, BC and D, with a segmentation in η of 0.1 in the ﬁrst two radial layers and 0.2 in
the third one. Light is conducted by ﬁbers from the tiles to the outer part of the modules, the so-called
drawer,where all photomultipliers (PMTs) and electronics are placed. The electronic board plugged just
after every PMT has a signal integrator with an integration time (τ) ranging between 10-20ms depending
on its conﬁguration.
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Fig. 1: Flow diagram of the readout signal paths of the diﬀerent TileCal calibration tools. The paths are
partially overlapping, allowing for cross-checks and an easier identiﬁcation of component failures.
The integrated signal is used when there are no collisions for the Cs source scans readout (this procedure
is explained in detail in section 2) and during collisions to measure the Minimum Bias (MB) signal. This
signal, seen by the device, is continuous over time which enables the integrator to monitor the response of
all calorimeter cells during data-taking. Moreover recent studies have shown that the signal scales linearly
with luminosity, as expected.
2. TileCal calibration
TileCal has three calibration systems, each designed to treat diﬀerent sections of the readout chain as
illustrated in Figure 1. The ﬁrst box in this picture stands for optic components such as the scintillator tiles
and ﬁbers which are monitored using the Cs system [2]. The second box represents the PMTs which are
monitored by illuminating them with a laser system. Finally, to calibrate the front end electronic gains a
Charge Injector System (CIS) is implemented.
The Cs system consists of water ﬁlled pipes installed in TileCal which allows to drive a 8-9mCi ra-
dioactive Cs137 γ-source with Eγ = 0.662MeV through almost all TileCal cells, as illustrated in Figure 2a.
When a tile is traversed by the source the induced scintillating light is conducted through ﬁbers to the PMTs.
A small fraction of this signal is fed to the integrator. The result of the scan of three cells can be seen in
Figure 2b, where the multiple peak structure is due to the alternating steel (minima) and plastic scintillator
(maxima) plates. The analysis of the Cs scans allow us to equalize the cell responses with a precision better
than 1% and to monitor the stability of the optical components in time.
3. Integrator
The integrator is printed on a circuit board plugged to the so-called 3-in-1 card [3]. This board has,
apart from the integrator, a fast digital signal processor for handling the physics collision events of interest
and it provides one part of the ATLAS Level 1 Calorimeter trigger signals. A 12-bit ADC card digitizes
the integrator output which ranges up to 5V before saturating the ADC. To avoid saturation the integrator
gain can be selected by choosing one of the six predeﬁned resistors that also deﬁne the integration time, see
Table 1.
High ampliﬁcation is required because a current divider sends less than 1% of the PMT signal to the
integrator to minimize the eﬀect on the fast digital system used for the collisions readout. During Cs scans
the source radiates with a frequency of ∼ 106 γ/s. In this case gain 3 is used corresponding to a τ =
13.9ms. Figure 3a illustrates its distribution for nearly all the channels of TileCal. MB during collisions
is a quasi-constant source with a varying frequency of ∼ (0.04 − 40) × 104 hits/(s × channel) depending on
the luminosity. Thus the integrator gains are conﬁgured depending on the instantaneous luminosity. The six
resistors together with the ADC card give a sensitive integrated PMT current range of 0.01 nA−1.4 μA. CIS
scans are run periodically to monitor the integrator gains stability. Figure 3b shows the relative gain stability
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(a) Schematic of the Cs source passing through one
TileCal cell.
(b) Integrated current (in ADC counts) as func-
tion of source position (cm) for a Cs scan of
three TileCal cells. Notice low response in mid-
dle cells due to bad tile-ﬁber coupling.
Fig. 2
Gain Resistor (MΩ) τ (ms)
1 2.7 10.57
2 25.0 12.8
3 27.7 13.9
4 52.7 16.0
5 72.7 18.4
6 97.7 20.9
Table 1: Integrator gain number, resistor and integration time.
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(a) Distribution of 9852 gain 3 channels. The mean value is
28.81 MΩ and the RMS spread is about 1%. The asymmetry of
the distribution, mainly the left tail is because 16% of TileCal
integrator ADC-I cards have lower response by about 2% than
the rest of the ADC-I cards. These two ADC-I sets are from
diﬀerent production batches.
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(b) Relative variation of gain 3 measured at dif-
ferent dates, with respect to that measured in
January 2008 (green point). The error bars rep-
resent the standard deviation from the mean of
the relative variation. The stability of individual
channels, represented by the error bars is better
than 0.05%. The average stability is better than
0.01%.
Fig. 3
of TileCal channels for a period of ∼ 3.5 y between January 2008 and August 2011. The average stability is
better than 0.01 % over this period.
The integrator detected the ﬁrst MB signal with an instantaneously luminosity of 1 × 1030 cm−2s−1
in September 2010 and studies concluded that it can continue measuring it without saturation up to 3 ×
1034 cm−2s−1 with a non-linearity better than 1% over the whole dynamic range.
4. Integrator response in collision data
The MB signal coming from inelastic proton-proton collisions at low momentum transfer is uniformly
distributed around the interaction point. Nevertheless, particles need to traverse the inner detector, Liquid
Argon electromagnetic calorimeter and dead material (such as cables, detector support structure, etc.) before
reaching TileCal cells. Moreover, cells have diﬀerent distances and material distribution with respect to the
interaction point, resulting in a slightly non-uniform distribution of the MB signal. This distribution of
anode current as a function of cell type is shown in Figure 4a. The plot presents the anode current of the
same detector cell type averaged in φ as a function of η. As predicted by the simulations, the highest signal
is detected in the EB cells (such as A13 cell) that have service gaps in front and thus are exposed to more
radiation. From these high irradiated cells, A13 with |η| = 1.3 is the one with the highest response.
Dedicated studies show a linear dependence between MB signal and the instantaneous luminosity. Cell
A13 is chosen to illustrate this relation in Figure 4b as this is the cell with high response and thus the highest
signal to noise ratio. Figure 4b illustrates the anode current of A13 cells versus ATLAS online instantaneous
luminosity measured by the forward LUCID detector [4] for ﬁve runs which cover the full 2010 data-taking
period. The errors on the current are the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic uncertainties. The
red lines are obtained from the linear ﬁt of the data points obtaining a relation of 0.052 × 10−30 cm−2s−1nA
for A13 cells. The relatively high χ2/nd f can be explained by the fact that no errors on the measured
luminosity were taken into account. The results indicate that the MB signals in 2010 and the ATLAS online
luminosity are compatible within 0.5%.
5. Conclusions
A charge integrator system, often used in calorimeters for particle physics experiments, has been de-
signed, commissioned and successfully exploited in the TileCal calibration program to measure the currents
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(b) An average anode current for A13 cell of the TileCal is
shown as a function of ATLAS instantaneous luminosity on
full data sample taken in 2010. The errors on the current are
the quadratic sum of the statistical and systematic errors. The
red lines are obtained from the linear ft of the data points.
Fig. 4
induced by the Cs source and by the LHC collisions. This system provides a 0.5% precise calibration for the
response of a single cell of the Tile hadron calorimeter of the ATLAS detector. Good linearity between inte-
grated MB signal and other ATLAS luminosity monitors demonstrates internal consistency of the luminosity
measurement in ATLAS experiment.
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